ENTERTAIN

INFORM CONNECT CHAMPION

the UK armed forces, their families and veterans

ABOUT BFBS
BFBS is a global media organisation. For over 75 years we have been entertaining, informing,
connecting and championing the UK armed forces, their families, and veterans.
Our TV, radio and digital platforms bring popular entertainment, news and stories to a wide and
growing military and civilian audience.
We’re also an award-winning creative agency and training academy, founded to help the armed
forces, governments and corporate clients with their digital, media and communication
challenges.

ABOUT BFBS MEDIA INNOVATION
BFBS Media Innovation is also part of BFBS. We use our unique set of skills and experience, gained
through our work with the military, to design and create agile and robust solutions that enable or
enhance broadcast and communication in communities without access to conventional
communication networks.
Tailoring our innovative solutions to suit individual circumstances, we specialise in connecting those
that work in extremely challenging and harsh environments, be that onshore, off-shore,
static or mobile.
Whether establishing connectivity after natural disasters or delivering media and educational
content to remote locations, not-for-profit (NFPOs), government and charities call on our specialist
expertise to connect isolated communities.
No matter how remote the location, we can find a solution that works for you. Our MiPlayer
platform can provide access to live TV, radio and news in communal areas through shared TV, or
via personal devices including access to newspapers, magazines and even premium VOD libraries.
Examples of industry areas we can support include:
· Defence sector
· Remote villages
· Mining communities
· Passenger ferries
· Oil and gas platforms
· Developing communities

· Prisons
· Secure Healthcare Units
· Refugee camps

MIPLAYER
KEEPING YOU CONNECTED
Our MiPlayer platform provides a vital connection to life back home or the outside
world for those in areas where internet connection is poor or non-existent.
MiPlayer delivers:
· live TV (with up to seven days catch-up)
· radio
· magazines

· newspapers
· periodicals
· training & instruction

MIPLAYER
MiPlayer products are developed by BFBS Media Innovation. We specialise in cutting edge media
delivery to personal devices and TV’s, in locations where internet connectivity is challenged.

ACCESS TO THE VERY BEST CONTENT
BFBS has pre-arranged agreements with all the major film rights owners and studios. We provide the
very best, legal Video on Demand experience for both Hollywood films and box sets across the globe.
We additionally support access to local content.

NO INTERNET ACCESS NEEDED
MiPlayer does not require internet access to work, although we can also deploy return channels
in the case that it is needed using, GEO, MEO or LEO Satellite, 4G LTE and fibre connectivity.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
BFBS has a dedicated team developing future hardware and software releases and
applications for MiPlayer.

ISO 27001
Our focus is on you the customer and on working to the highest standards. We are certified as
an ISO 27001 organisation.

TESTIMONIALS
WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY
“BFBS Media Innovation has been an important partner, and I look forward to seeing them
continue to provide reliable and much-appreciated innovative media capability to the armed
forces into the future.”
Lt Col Philip Gill
THOSE WHO HAVE USED MIPLAYER

“A very good service, adds a tremendous amount of value in downtime on operations.”
“A very good service that improves the day-to-day life of being deployed. It allows an individual to
watch what they like in their own time and place, which improves their lifestyle 100%.”
“Well laid out and presented, user friendly.”
“Overall, a really good service and a very nice welfare addition.”
“Good service, which is free to use and helps fight boredom.”
“Easy to use and great connection.”

Find out how we can help you get connected
development@bfbs.com

